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June 29, 2023

Prepare to be Enlightened
 

New versatile products from some of your favorite brands. New ceiling products
from Mark, Eureka, a-light, and Prudential give you the versatility you need for
any space with a wide range of sizes, finishes, and acoustic options. Luminis

introduces their INLINE in a bollard and pole version, allowing for customization
of your site projects. Last but not least, RLV has added several new lines! Make

sure to visit our line card here to stay up to date on the latest offerings!

Magellan by Mark Lighting - surround yourself in comfort! The Magellan family has evolved
to include pendants, ceiling-surface, and recessed ceiling luminaires, as well as surface and

recessed wall-mounted solutions.

Pendant, Wall, or Ceiling mount

8 different lens options, including
acoustic

7 different sizes, ranging from 12"-72"

19 different acoustic colors

Pendant mount provides
direct/indirect light output

Up to 48500 delivered lumens (72"
size)

Available with embedded controls

Click here to learn more Magellan from Mark Lighting!

Eureka adds to their Odeon

https://rlvanstory.com/
https://rlvanstory.com/line-card/
https://marklighting.acuitybrands.com/
https://marklighting.acuitybrands.com/
https://marklighting.acuitybrands.com/products/family/magellan
https://www.eurekalighting.com/
https://www.alights.com/
https://www.luminis.com/
https://www.prulite.com/


collection with new sizes, mounting
options, and more!

Odeon commands absolute attention and
transforms any space with its bold elegance.
With three new smaller diameters and tons of

new options, Odeon provides designers a
wide range of eye-catching lighting solutions.

5 sizes now available from 26"-
118"

Now offering surface ceiling mount
option

Three sizes offered with acoustic
panels in 30 different colors.

Tunable White and embedded
controls now avaiable

Click to learn more about Odeon from Eureka

New from a-light, Relay

Relay is a direct/indirect pendant system with 90° and
120° angles, enabling designers to configure diverse
geometric patterns with a seamlessly lit shape. Relay

luminaires are designed for high ceilings such as
offices, libraries, high-end retail or food markets, and
upscale gyms and recreational facilities such as yoga

studios.

6 different choices of shapes and customizable sizes from 3'-17' for an exact fit

30 different colors available for the acoustical option

Tunable White and Warm Dim technology available

Embedded controls available

https://www.eurekalighting.com/products/?search=odeon


Click here to learn more about Relay from a-light!

INLINE by Luminis

Inline is a discreet, sophisticated
luminaire with outstanding performance

and functionality.

Inline’s light modules rotate 355 degrees
individually for controlled illumination and one-
of-a-kind lighting flexibility. This unique feature
allows for precise directional aiming of the light

beam without disturbing the position of the
luminaire. 

Available as a bollard or pole

7 different height options

20 different finishes, including faux wood

True Amber LED Available

nLight air capable

Click here to learn more about INLINE from Luminis!

BoltPro from Prudential Lighting

Bolt is offered in nearly infinite configurations,
any row length with fully illuminated corners

allowing a wide range of shapes while providing
new tools for creating an endless array of fully

illuminated graphic patterns.

Offered in linear, triangle, square,
pentagon, and hexagon shapes

https://relay.alights.com/?acrto=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alights.com%2Fproducts#awards
https://inline.luminis.com/


Available with Direct and Direct/Indirect
Illumination

35 different acoustic color options

Integrated Sensors available

Great efficacy, up to 120lm/w

Click here to learn more about BoltPro from Prudential!

  
Sincerely,

Richard (Rich) Vanstory, Jr.
Owner/Principal
rvanstoryjr@rlvanstoryco.net
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